Ford explorer 2001 sport trac

So you should chech it on our car models. A good ground connection is also extremely
important. P Ford Explorer Sport Trac engine problem because the presence of voltage at the
panel harness won't make the panel work if there is a bad ground connection. Since the
instrument cluster is mounted in a plastic dash, a separate ground wire or ground circuit
through the wiring harness is usually needed to complete the power circuit. Refer again to the
wiring diagram to find the ground path, and then check it with your ohmmeter. Do not use a
self-powered test light because it cannot measure resistance any resistance will lower circuit
voltage. Overheating can be caused by a few different factors. The simplest cause may be that
your car needs more coolant. Yet depleted coolant can be caused by bigger problem, like leaks
or faulty hoses, so always check for the underlying cause before simply filling it up with more.
Another common reason for overheating may be that the radiator fan which keeps your engine
cool is faulty, so check your fan motor connection and fan thermostat. The P Ford Explorer
Sport Trac Check Engine lamp is perhaps the most troubling of lights because it could mean so
many different things, from you didn't screw the gas cap on tightly enough to look out for
pistons flying through the hood and into the stratosphere. The easiest way to find out what this
light is telling you is to hook your vehicle up to a scan tool. P diagnostic tool looks a little like
an oversized calculator and plugs into a communication port inside the car. After you instruct it
to perform the scan, it speaks P Ford Explorer Sport Trac with your car's computers to find out
exactly what's prompting the light to turn on. Check all engine fault codes from our database.
Copyright FaultCodeCheck. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Not quite a pickup truck, not
quite an SUV, the Sport Trac takes elements from both to create a whole new type of Ford
vehicle. Marketed as a truck for people with active lifestyles, the Explorer Sport Trac is based on
the Explorer platform. Rearward of the C-pillar, there's a one-piece, all-composite cargo area.
Made of durable sheet-molding composite, it has molded-in texture and a mar-resistant
low-gloss coating. The cargo area is normally 4 feet in length, but an optional cargo keeper
expands the utility of the cargo area. This U-shaped tubular device hinges on the interior sides
of the cargo area and rests on the cargo floor. When flipped out over Explorer Sport Trac's
tailgate, it extends the cargo area length to almost 6 feet. There's also an optional two-piece
foldable and lockable hard tonneau cover to provide protection for items contained in the cargo
area. It comes with a removable divider that increases storage flexibility for the cargo area. All
Explorer Sport Trac models are equipped with Ford's proven 4. This single-overhead cam
motor, which produces horsepower at 5, rpm and foot-pounds of torque at 4, rpm, is linked to
an electronically controlled five-speed automatic transmission. Four-wheel drive is optional. All
models can tow up to 5, pounds. Explorer Sport Trac shares its basic front and rear suspension
geometry with the existing redesigned four-door Ford Explorer. All Explorer Sport Trac models
come with a standard four-wheel antilock braking system. The system controls the front wheels
independently and the rear wheels in tandem to improve vehicle control under heavy braking in
most operating conditions. The system includes dynamic rear proportioning to help optimize
stopping performance under varying vehicle load conditions. The Nissan and Dodge vehicles

are based off pickup trucks, but both are similar in that they compromise between the true truck
and SUV abilities. What does this mean? If you want to haul stuff around, buy a Ford F with a
full-size bed. It works better. If you want to haul a family around, buy an Explorer. But if you
need both, the Sport Trac compromise between pickup and sport-ute might suit you. It wasn't
all that long ago when the basic definitions of a sport utility vehicle and a pickup truck were
vastly different. Oh, sure - Many of today's SUVs are based on truck platforms, and most of
those share some parts and even styling with their pickup brethren. But this year -- thanks to
new offerings such as Ford's Explorer Sport Trac -- never before have the lines between SUV
and pickup been so blurry. As far as Ford is concerned, its vision for the new Sport Trac is
perfectly clear. Company officials call it the first sport utility vehicle with an open cargo area for
added hauling flexibility. That may sound like a matter of semantics, but it's actually an
important distinction. Ford built it as an SUV that can act like a pickup, not a pickup that tries to
act like an SUV -- so the higher-quality interior, quieter cabin and smoother ride that SUVs enjoy
over sister trucks are already part of the deal. Yes, it's true that Explorer and Ranger share a
basic platform, but the more robust underpinnings of the bigger and heavier Explorer SUV was
the starting point for the Sport Trac. The Frontier Crew Cab and Dakota Quad Cab, on the other
hand, are still pickups - albeit fitted with bigger cabs and smaller cargo beds. Ford sees that as
giving the Sport Trac a competitive advantage over Nissan and Dodge, even though building off
a sport-utility instead of a pickup truck carries some initial cost penalties. But these people
would never own a pickup truck -- they just don't need one. Sport Trac is the perfect answer to
balance the needs of these customers. Ford apparently didn't think there would be much
interest in this new truck from the millions of people like you who use the Internet to research
new vehicle purchases. The company's product launch manager an ex-buff-book editor must
have been leaning more to the old-fashioned print media when it came to invitations to the
Sport Trac's press introduction. But thanks to some savvy insiders, we were able to borrow a
pre-production unit to log some real-world seat time in a loaded-up 4x4 model. After a week
behind the wheel in Detroit, we can tell you that the single, most-often heard response we
encountered when out-and-about in the Sport Trac was: "I want one! It's likely that people who
don't understand the need for a vehicle that offers the load versatility of a pickup bed with the
people-hauling ability of a four-door SUV are folks who have never juggled pickup truck
ownership with the needs of a growing family. For those of you who have, you'll be pleased to
know that this vehicle offers many surprises. It also offers several features that Ford claims as
innovative "firsts":. It's the first vehicle to be built with a fully composite cargo area. It's the first
truck or SUV to offer a factory power up-down back window. It's the first vehicle to offer a
factory cargo cage that increases cargo area length. It's also the first to offer a lockable, hard
tonneau from the factory. First in segment to include a weatherproof volt powerpoint in the
open cargo area. And it's the first with a standard center console that includes a removable
soft-pack. And in the SUV market, image counts. The Sport Trac uses what Ford calls a
"power-dome" hood that is shared with the new Explorer Sport and next-generation Ranger. Up
front, a pewter-colored honeycomb grille is flanked by bold, vertical air intakes, much like on
the Super Duty trucks. And the upper portion of the front bumper is color-keyed to the sheet
metal, with the lower portion of the fascia molded in a steel-gray accent color. Integrated fog
lamps are optional, while a pair of black tow hooks are standard on the 4x4 and can be ordered
for the 4x2 version. Flared front fenders add to the overall athletic theme. Aggressive-looking
black roof rails are standard on Sport Trac and, when fitted with optional cross bars available
through Ford dealerships , the rack has a load capacity of pounds. Out back is an industry-first the all-composite cargo box. Made of Sheet Molded Composite SMC plastic, the box is
lightweight percent lighter than steel , impact-resistant and will never rust. Its You can also
make easy work of about six sets of golf clubs or a few mountain bikes - and for more space
just drop the tailgate down and lock the available stainless-steel cargo cage into place. The
cage adds The Sport Trac can even carry the obligatory 4-byfoot sheets of plywood. Located in
the open rear cargo area is a volt power point that allows customers to run such items as power
tools, refrigerators or stereos from the rear of the vehicle - which makes the Sport Trac more
user-friendly for camping and other outdoor activities. And there are no less than 10 cargo
hooks -- six on the outside rail and four on the inside of the cargo area -- that can be employed
to keep goods in place. Inside, comfortable seating for up to five adults comes covered in
easy-to-clean twill fabric or optional leather. Instead of carpeting, textured composite rubber
covers the floors, topped off with Berber carpet floor mats with embossed Sport Trac logos.
White-faced gauges and titanium accents dress up the freshened instrument panel, and the
center console features a removable soft pack that doubles as a sport-bag. And both seatbacks
can be folded flat should additional cargo space be needed instead of the extra seating
capacity. Beyond nifty looks and features, perhaps the most surprising and seldom discussed

aspect of the new Explorer Sport Trac is its ride and handling - vastly improved from any
Explorer model we've driven. The secret is a longer wheelbase and a stiffer frame. Explorer
Sport Trac is based on the four-door Explorer frame, only lengthened To compensate for the
extra length, engineers added thicker side rails, new gussets on all longitudinal beams and a
new tubular crossmember to beef up overall rigidity. The end result is a frame that has 40
percent more lateral stiffness, meaning tighter, more responsive handling. Ride is smoother and
firmer, and steering feels more direct and connected than ever before - one of our biggest
gripes with Explorer 4x4's. And by replacing the rubber body mounts with new urethane
mounts, engine vibration and road harshness are better isolated from the cabin, meaning a
quieter environment inside. Front suspension is still an independent short- and long-arm affair
with a torsion bar, and two-stage variable rate leaf springs control the rear axle - but you'll have
to wait for the next-generation Explorer to get the independent rear suspension system. The
good news is that the Sport Trac's suspension has been retuned for more control and a
surprising amount of road feel. Brakes have been beefed up, too. The front rotors are now inch
units, and big, inch drums are used in back. ABS is standard. Towing capacity tops the needed
5,pound mark on both 4x2 and 4x4 models, and hauling-happy buyers can opt for a payload
package to push payload to 1, pounds. While we'd prefer a small V8, the 4. For now, an
electronically controlled five-speed automatic is the only transmission, but a five-speed manual
box should be available by spring. Four-wheel-drive models feature a shift-on-the-fly transfer
case and automatic locking hubs. But with this truck's styling, versatility and features, we think
Ford will find quite a few takers even at that price. There are folks who like the comfort, safety
and image of SUVs but desire something a little sportier. And if their needs occasionally include
hauling dirty stuff such as wood, gardening supplies, shrubs or fishing gear, but a small pickup
just won't carry the gang in style, the Sport Trac may be just the ticket. If hauling and doing
work is your primary concern and interior comfort and ride come second, then go for a crew cab
truck. Ford admits that the idea behind the Explorer Sport Trac traces back to the Adrenalin
concept truck that was introduced in , so this idea isn't a new one. Company officials say that
due to the overwhelmingly positive reaction to that show truck, the decision was made to bring
a production version to market. And with Sport Trac now in the lineup, Ford truck buyers have
an even greater chance of choosing a vehicle that best fits their lifestyle. We just wonder why in today's truck-crazed marketplace - it took Ford nearly four years to put an image-leading
product like Sport Trac on the road. After all, sales leadership comes from striking when the
iron is hot. Ford can only hope that the iron stays hot enough to make the Sport Trac a clear-cut
sales success. Available styles include 2WD 4dr Crew Cab 4. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Explorer Sport Trac. Is it better to lease
or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Can't offer the true cargo-hauling ability of a
pickup, can't offer the true family utility of an SUV. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Basically, Ford has grafted a small
cargo bed to the back of a heavily revised Ford Explorer. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. I purchased my Sport Trac used, it had 36, miles when i got it. It has over a hundred
thousand now. I have had it for about 6 years and I love it. I have hauled everything I needed to
haul on it. I have the roll down window, I just stick lumber right through the window if it is too
long for the bed. I have had very little repair over the years and it still looks and runs great. I
love the body style and it is a rugged little truck. I look forward to at least 6 more years with it.
My truck is an automatic, this site did not give me the option to pick auto trans. Read less.
Vehicle brought home garage doors lumber, tvs, bicycles, well you get the picture. Son now has
it at school. Not a rattle or a hitch except the lousy gas mileage. Love this thing want , out of it.
Very little maintenance. The SportTrac is a decent vehicle and served me well over a five year
period. The truck's versatility and mix of luxury and ruggedness allowed it to handle most
situations well. The windshield is prone to cracking when operating the defrosters in cold
weather. There are a few sensors that have a tendency to fail. However, my biggest issue with
the truck came at 95, miles when the automatic transmission ceased to function. The truck was

well maintained, so the failure was quite a surprise. After much research, and expense, I found
that this was common among these trucks. The automatic transmission has design flaws. No
motor problems at all. Now that I wrote this review it will probably break downright! Actually I
am knocking on wood. I think I have been very lucky with this truck. Do and would recommend
to anyone. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7
reviews. It also offers several features that Ford claims as innovative "firsts": It's the first
vehicle to be built with a fully composite cargo area. Skidpad g's : 0. Slalom mph : No redline
marking like other Ford products. Shifts come at 5, rpm, but limiter comes on at 6, rpm. There's
little wheelspin off the line, even in 2WD mode. Brake torque to 2, rpm. Pedal effort is above
average. Lots of skidding. Straight line stability is very good. Very consistent. Very little
pulsation, but also very little feedback. ABS noise does not intrude into the cabin much.
Skidpad Comments: Moderate body roll and tire howl. Feels slow throughout. Tires break before
any significant speed is built. Moderate to heavy understeer. Little throttle or steering input is
required. Takes a good set. Easy to drive, but again, quite slow. Slalom Comments: Very slow
steering. Difficult to drive in 2WD mode, as tail will come around quickly. Must use a shuffle
steering technique to get enough input to negotiate course effectively. Constant handwork is
required here to refrain from hitting cones. Best times were achieved in 4WD mode, where the
tail was kept in better control. Sponsored cars related to the Explorer Sport Trac. Sign Up.
Gauges look cheap, but the color layout is attractive with white-faced gagues, red needles, and
gray surrounds. Feels strong for an SUV. Moderate body roll and tire howl. Very slow steering.
Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors.
Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of over 8, results for " sport trac". Skip
to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands.
Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:.
Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle.
Amazon's Choice for sport trac. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Get it
as soon as Thu, Feb FREE Shipping. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order
soon. Only 16 left in stock - order soon. In stock on March 1, Only 8 left in stock - order soon. N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

